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As B.C. shifts to water stewardship, who is welcome at the table?

It’s been over 100 years coming, but B.C.’s water act will be replaced this spring with new legislation that shifts from a

top-down approach of managing water as a commodity, to a collaborative and distributed decision-making approach to

water stewardship.

“It’s a really powerful moment in time,” Urban Matters community catalyst Ken Gauthier says.

He participated in a recent conference, Watersheds 2014: Towards Watershed Governance in British Columbia and

Beyond held on Cowichan Tribes territory in Duncan, B.C. The conference, a first of its kind, ignited a new way of

thinking about water management in terms of watersheds.

“Watersheds erase boundaries. They erase political boundaries and completely reinforce the community. They make

Aboriginal peoples and non-Aboriginal peoples citizens of the watershed, not of the political boundary. It’s such a

unique organizing feature for ecology and for sociology,” Ken says.

Traditionally, government has led water governance in B.C. “Now it’s opening up,” conference organizer Michele-Lee

Moore explains. “There are all these different actors that have constitutional rights, like First Nations, and there are other

legal issues in terms of who gets to be involved in decision-making.

We’ve never sat down collectively and thought about what that means and what our roles are. Are we happy with our

roles? Could we be doing more? And how do we want to do that together so every single actor is considered?”

A large shift is occurring, she adds, in that there is great variation from watershed to watershed. “Provincial governments

cannot do it all alone and we do not resource our governments enough to do it alone,” she says.
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Brittney Dawney, water and environmental strategist at Urban Matters, was struck by how traditional notions of top-

down decision-making were broken down at the conference, as vast bodies of knowledge and capacity were revealed by

environmental stewardship groups and First Nations communities.

“Both are tremendously untapped resources. They have so much to offer the decision-making process. I knew that going

into the conference, but I really saw that come out in the sessions and questions being asked and answers being

provided. It’s so important to bring them into the process right from the beginning,” she says.

Brittney also witnessed an impromptu talk by a young conference participant, Tessa Terbasket from the Similkameen

Valley Watershed. Tessa was spontaneously invited to speak by Carrie Terbasket, who was moderating a panel on First

Nations and water governance on the first day of the conference.

“She owned it,” Brittney says. “She spoke to the importance of including youth in the decision-making process and how

we have a lot to offer, and similar to other groups, are often overlooked. Everyone was amazed by what she had to say.”

Following Tessa’s well received talk on youth, conference organizers Oliver Brandes and Michele-Lee Moore brought in

students from one of Michele-Lee’s undergraduate classes to the second day of the conference.

“We are the ones who are going to be left with the outcomes of these decisions far longer, so we really need to be

considered in the decision-making and governance structure and I think that was widely accepted there.”

Brittney also spoke up about the importance of youth inclusion during a session on social finance presented by Ken

Gauthier. He raised the possibilities introduced by social finance tools as a mechanism for taking responsibility for what

government agencies have done in the past. The new water act creates space for collaborative decision-making, but it

does not provide funding.

“Youth have a lot to add to that discussion as well because (social finance is) so newly emerging. It’s something that’s

gaining a lot of traction among younger demographics,” Brittney says.

“It goes back to the importance of collaborating and initiating partnerships with younger people who really have a good

grasp of what this means and what is required,” she adds.

The Water Sustainability Act and the corresponding changes in attitudes around water in B.C. represent an archetype

of what needs to happen on a national level, Oliver explains.

“The notion that people want to be more involved locally was one of the things that struck me from the event. The

passion and the intensity of the interest indicated that the timing was right,” he says.

Watersheds 2014 delegates left the conference with priority actions, including support for B.C.’s new Water

Sustainability Act, an ongoing commitment to a growing water movement and sharing network, and research on viable

models for sustainable funding of watershed governance entities.

“British Columbians — and Canadians more generally — at the community organizing level are ready for that next level

of conversation,” Oliver says.

“Not only the usual water management stuff — like what are better forest practices or how do we mitigate mining — but

how do we actually change our decision-making process?” he asks. “How do we engage local interest, not just

stakeholders and rights holders, but also the community to think about watersheds as a holistic unit and all the pieces

that are associated with that?”

For more information about B.C. water governance issues, visit the POLIS Project on Ecological Governance report: A

Blueprint for Watershed Governance in British Columbia.

-Patricia Marcoccia, Axiom News
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